OpenSUSE 13.2 - Add Input Language

The presentation will show adding a second input language to the OpenSUSE 13.2.

Preuss 10/28/2015
The presentation logs into OpenSUSE 13.2.
The presentation selects "Configure Desktop".
The presentation selects "Input Device".
Under the "Layouts" tab, the presentation selects "Show label on flag".
The presentation selects "Add".

The presentation selects "Configure layouts".
The presentation selects "Arabic", as an example.
The presentation selects "OK" to continue.
The presentation selects "Apply". It is possible to add more languages before continuing. The presentation exits "Configure Desktop".
This is simple.

The presentation opens a word processor and enters text. Note the flag in the "system tools".
This is simple.
لاهس هس سهحمث

The presentation selected the flag once. This changed the input language. The presentation type, although Arabic speakers can confirm it is nonsense.